Contributors

Nancy J. Adler is Professor of International Management at McGill University in Montreal, Canada. She conducts research and consults on global leadership, cross-cultural management, and women as global leaders and managers. She has authored more than 100 articles, produced the film, *A Portable Life*, and published four books, *International Dimensions of Organizational Behavior* (now in its 5th edition, with over half a million copies in print in various languages), *Women in Management Worldwide*, *Competitive Frontiers: Women Managers in a Global Economy*, and *From Boston to Beijing: Managing with a Worldview*. Dr Adler consults with global companies and government organizations on projects worldwide. Among numerous other awards, Dr Adler has been honored as a Fellow of the Academy of Management, the Academy of International Business, and the Royal Society of Canada. Canada has honored Professor Adler as one of the country’s top university teachers. Nancy is also an artist working primarily in watercolor and ink.

Joy E. Beatty received her Ph.D. in Organization Studies from Boston College in 2004. She is currently an Assistant Professor of Organizational Behavior at the University of Michigan – Dearborn. Her primary research areas are diversity, careers, and management education. Her current diversity research explores how chronic illness and other hidden social identities such as disability and sexual preference influence people’s experience at work. Her work has been published in *Academy of Management Review*, *Academy of Management Learning and Education*, *Organizational Dynamics*, *Women in Management Review*, *Journal of Management Inquiry*, and *Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal*. She serves on the editorial board of *Academy of Management Learning and Education*.

Diana Bilimoria is Associate Professor of Organizational Behavior at the Department of Organizational Behavior, Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western Reserve University. She received her Ph.D. in Business Administration from The University of Michigan. She is a Co-Investigator on a five-year award from the National Science Foundation to advance women faculty in the sciences and engineering. She served as the Editor of the *Journal of Management Education* during 1997–2000. Her research focuses on gender and diversity in leadership and governance.
and university transformation. She has published several articles and book chapters in leading journals and edited volumes such as *Academy of Management Journal* and *Advances in Strategic Management*. She serves as an organizational consultant and management educator for private, public and non-profit organizations. She has received awards for doctoral teaching and professional leadership and service. She has served on the editorial boards of *Academy of Management Learning and Education*, *Equal Opportunities International*, *Journal of Leadership and Organizational Studies*, *Journal of Management Education*, and *Journal of Managerial Issues*.

**Kristina A. Bourne** is Assistant Professor in Management at the University of Wisconsin in Eau Claire. She recently received her Ph.D. in Organization Studies at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, after completing an MBA and Women’s Studies Graduate Certificate there in 2000. Her dissertation explores the social construction of ‘work–family balance’ in the lives of women business owners. Drawing from socialist feminism, she examines empirically the practical accomplishment of separating life into public and private spheres. Her current research interests include feminist theories, gender, work–family, entrepreneurship, and qualitative research methodologies. She has also worked on a collaborative research project focusing on part-time work arrangements and family-friendly workplace policies and practices, resulting in a publication in *Organizational Dynamics* and *Multi-Level Issues in Organizational Behavior Processes*. In addition, she has presented her work at the Academy of Management meetings and the Organizational Behavior Teaching Conference. In 2005, as a doctoral candidate, she received the Outstanding Teaching Assistant College Award from the Isenberg School of Management at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

**Ronald J. Burke** (Ph.D., University of Michigan) is Professor of Organizational Behavior, Schulich School of Business, York University in Toronto, Canada. His current research interests include work and health, women in science, technology, engineering and mathematics, and using behavioral science knowledge to build more effective organizations. He has consulted with a variety of private and public sector organizations in these areas.

**Marta B. Calás** is Professor of Organization Studies and International Management at the Department of Management, Isenberg School of Management, and Adjunct Professor of Women’s Studies, at the Women’s Studies Program, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Her scholarly work draws from poststructuralism, cultural studies, feminist postmodernism and
postcolonial/transnational theorizing to interrogate and re-theorize areas of organizational scholarship such as globalization, leadership, business ethics and information technology. She and Linda Smircich recently completed a chapter, ‘From the “woman’s point of view” ten years later: towards a feminist organization studies’ for the forthcoming second edition of the Handbook of Organization Studies, edited by Clegg, Hardy, Nord and Lawrence. She is part of the founding editorial team of Organization: The Critical Journal of Organization, Theory and Society.

**Cary L. Cooper** is Professor of Organizational Psychology and Health, Lancaster University Management School and Pro Vice Chancellor (External Relations) at Lancaster University. He is the author of over 100 books (on occupational stress, women at work and industrial and organizational psychology), has written over 400 scholarly articles for academic journals, and is a frequent contributor to national newspapers, TV and radio. He is currently Founding Editor of the Journal of Organizational Behavior and Co-Editor of the medical journal Stress and Health (formerly Stress Medicine). Professor Cooper is the immediate past President of the British Academy of Management. He is a Fellow of the Academy of Management (having also won the 1998 Distinguished Service Award) and in 2001 he was awarded a CBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List for his contribution to organizational health. He holds Honorary Doctorates from Aston University, Heriot-Watt University, Middlesex University, and Wolverhampton University; and an Honorary Fellowship of the Faculty of Occupational Medicine of the Royal College of Physicians.

**Marilyn J. Davidson** is Professor of Work Psychology; Head of the Organisational Psychology Group and the Co-Director of the Centre for Diversity and Work Psychology at Manchester Business School, the University of Manchester. Her research interests include equal opportunities, diversity management, women in management, female entrepreneurs and gender issues in occupational stress. She has published over 150 academic articles and 19 books. She is Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, a fellow of the British Psychological Society, a Chartered Psychologist, a member of the Division of Occupational Psychology (British Psychological Society – BPS) and a member of the Division of Psychology of Women section (BPS). She has also acted as a consultant for numerous private and public sector organizations.

**Linda M. Dunn-Jensen** received her Ph.D. from the Management and Organizations Department at New York University. She earned an MSIR from Loyola University and a BS from Marquette University. Linda’s
research interests are workplace visibility, time compression and women in management. More specifically, she explores how the changing nature of work and expectations about appropriate work hours have multiplied the challenges people face in the workplace and how these challenges have complicated the ways people integrate their work and non-work lives. In her dissertation, ‘Unmasking face time: the implications of visibility norms in the workplaces’, Linda explores the contextual and individual factors that influence employees to spend additional time at the workplace beyond what is necessary for their workload. She describes this behavior as engaging in ‘face time’. Her teaching areas are organizational behavior and organizational theory.

Alice H. Eagly is Professor of Psychology and Faculty Fellow in the Institute for Policy Research at Northwestern University. She has also held faculty positions at Michigan State University, University of Massachusetts in Amherst, and Purdue University. Her research and writing pertain mainly to the study of gender and of attitudes. One of her special interests is the study of gender and leadership. She has written two books, Sex Differences in Social Behavior: A Social Role Interpretation and The Psychology of Attitudes, and edited four volumes. She served as President of the Midwestern Psychological Association and the Society of Personality and Social Psychology and Chair of the Board of Scientific Affairs of the American Psychological Association. Her awards include the Distinguished Scientist Award of the Society for Experimental Social Psychology, the Donald Campbell Award for Distinguished Contribution to Social Psychology, and the Carolyn Wood Sherif Award of the Society for the Psychology of Women for contributions as a scholar, teacher, mentor and leader.

Caroline Gatrell is a Teaching Fellow at Lancaster University Management School. Her work focuses on motherhood, management and employment. Caroline is engaged in examining the relationship between the maternal body and paid work, and this research will be published in her forthcoming book on Women’s Work. In her empirical research Caroline has explored parenting and work practices, with a focus on understanding demographic changes and shifting attitudes towards careers and child care. Aspects of this research have been recently published in her book Hard Labour: The Sociology of Parenthood (2005, Open University Press).

Lindsey Godwin is a Ph.D. candidate in Organizational Behavior at the Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western Reserve University where she is currently working on her dissertation. She holds a MS in Conflict Analysis and Resolution from George Mason University and
a BA in Psychology and Sociology from Ohio Wesleyan University. She currently works as a Research Associate for the Case Weatherhead Center for Business as Agent of World Benefit (BAWB) where she is the co-editor of the Interactive Working Paper Series for BAWB and is involved with the Center’s work to integrate sustainability and social responsibility into the management school curriculum. Her research interests include exploring women’s career advancement, leadership development, moral imagination in organizational decision-making, and morality in business education. Her work has been published in *Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Information & Organization, Advances in Interdisciplinary Studies of Work Teams*, and presented at the Annual Academy of Management Meeting, the Babson-Kauffman Entrepreneurship Research Conference, the Institute for Behavioral and Applied Management Conference, and the International Conference on Knowledge, Culture and Change in Organizations.

**Laura M. Graves** is Associate Professor of Management at the Graduate School of Management at Clark University. She is an internationally recognized scholar on diversity issues in the workplace. Her work focuses on topics such as balancing work and family, preventing sex bias in employee selection, and managing diverse teams. Her recent book, *Women and Men in Management* (3rd edn. 2003, Sage, coauthored with Gary N. Powell), considers how gender influences individuals’ experiences in organizations. Her research has appeared in leading academic journals, including *Academy of Management Review, Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of Organizational Behavior, Human Relations*, and *Personnel Psychology*. She holds a doctorate in social psychology from the University of Connecticut.

**Douglas T. (Tim) Hall** is the Morton H. and Charlotte Friedman Professor of Management in the School of Management at Boston University. He received his graduate degrees from the Sloan School of Management at MIT and his undergraduate degree from the School of Engineering at Yale University. He has held faculty positions at Yale, York, Michigan State and Northwestern Universities, as well as visiting positions at Columbia, Minnesota, and the US Military Academy at West Point. Tim is the author of *Careers In and Out of Organizations* (Sage Publications, 2002). He is the co-author of *The Career is Dead – Long Live the Career: A Relational Approach to Careers, Careers in Organizations, Organizational Climates and Careers, The Two-Career Couple, Experiences in Management and Organizational Behavior, Career Development in Organizations, Human Resource Management: Strategy Design and Implementation*, and *Handbook of Career Theory*. He is a recipient of the American Psychological Association’s James McKeen Cattell Award (now called the Ghiselli Award) for research.
design, the American Society for Training and Development’s Walter Storey Professional Practice Award, and the Academy of Management’s Everett C. Hughes Award for Careers Research. He is a Fellow of the American Psychological Association, the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, and of the Academy of Management. He has served on the editorial boards of ten scholarly journals.

Margaret M. Hopkins is an Assistant Professor of Management at the University of Toledo, teaching courses in the areas of leadership and organizational behavior. She has published on the topics of women entrepreneurship, leadership in a crisis, and executive coaching. Her research interests include leadership and leadership development, gender and diversity, and executive coaching. She has taught courses in the Executive Education programs and the MBA program at the Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western Reserve University (including Leadership Assessment & Development and Organizational Behavior) as well as leadership courses in the Masters in Management Program at Ursuline College. She also has an organizational development consulting practice with a specialization in the area of executive coaching. Margaret recently served as the Chair and the Vice Chair of the Board of Education for the Cleveland Municipal School District. Margaret holds a Ph.D. in Organizational Behavior from the Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western Reserve University, a Master of Science Degree in Organizational Development from Case Western Reserve University, and a BS in Psychology from Boston College.

Mary C. Johannesen-Schmidt received MA and Ph.D. degrees in social psychology from Northwestern University, a MAT from the University of Chicago, and a BA from Haverford College. Currently she is an Assistant Professor of Psychology at Oakton Community College, where she teaches Introduction to Psychology and Social Psychology and has been awarded the Ray Hartstein Award for Excellence in Teaching. She also conducts teaching and training seminars for college faculty and academic administrators. Her research and publications focus on gender similarities and differences, particularly in preferred mate characteristics and leadership styles. She was awarded the Annual Prize for Psychological Research on Women and Gender from the American Psychological Association and the Society for the Psychology of Women.

Alison M. Konrad joined the Richard Ivey School of Business, University of Western Ontario in 2003 as a Professor of Organizational Behavior and holder of the Corus Entertainment Chair in Women in Management. She
is the 2003–07 Editor of *Group and Organization Management*, a ranked journal in the fields of management and applied psychology. She is a past Associate Editor of the journal, *Gender, Work and Organization* and a past editorial board member for the *Academy of Management Review*. She has published over 40 articles and chapters on topics relating to workplace diversity in outlets such as the *Academy of Management Journal*, *Administrative Science Quarterly*, *Gender, Work and Organization*, *Group and Organization Management*, *Human Relations*, the *Journal of Organizational Behavior*, *Psychological Bulletin*, *Sex Roles*, and the *Strategic Management Journal*. She is co-editor of the *Handbook of Workplace Diversity* (Sage, 2005) and author of *Cases in Gender & Diversity in Organizations* (Sage, 2005). Professor Konrad chaired the Academy of Management’s Gender and Diversity in Organizations Division in 1996–97. She was President of the Eastern Academy of Management in 1997–98 and was named a Fellow of that association in 2004. Her current work focuses on organizational diversity and inclusivity initiatives, job retention among former welfare clients, and the links between individual preferences and career outcomes for women and men.

**Mireia Las Heras** is currently teaching at Boston University while she finishes her Doctoral Studies also at Boston University, in the School of Management. She studied Industrial Engineering at the Polytechnic School of Catalonia, specializing on Industrial Organization, in Barcelona, Spain. After graduation she managed different educational institutions in Spain and served on the board of a number of charities. She studied her MBA at IESE Business School. She has taught Organizational Behavior at IESE, and researched in the work–family arena. She started her doctoral studies in September 2004. Currently Las Heras is involved in an international project on career management, which seeks to discover the different meanings of career success. She is also working on other projects that focus on the dynamism of career success and its interplay with work and family integration.

**Deborah A. O’Neil** is currently a Visiting Professor in the Department of Management, College of Business Administration at Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, Ohio. She is also a Senior Lecturer at the Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, and a Professorial Lecturer with the American University in Washington, DC. She teaches classes in organization development and analysis, organizational behavior and leadership. She has published articles on women’s career development, the use of coaching behaviors in management education, and the importance of emotional intelligence in developing leadership skills for life. Her research is focused on career-in-
life development, women leaders, and the positive impact of coaching and mentoring relationships. She holds a doctorate in Organizational Behavior from Case Western Reserve University.

Sandy Kristin Piderit has taught organizational behavior at Case Western Reserve University since 1998. She earned her Ph.D. at the University of Michigan, and conducts research on the relational dynamics of organizational and social change processes. Her past work ranges from theoretical work on resistance and other responses to change (published in the Academy of Management Review), to studies of middle managers as issue sellers (published in Administrative Science Quarterly and the Journal of Management Studies), to an ongoing action research project studying community members engaged in transformative cooperation. Her other edited volume in press is A Handbook of Transformative Cooperation: New Designs and Dynamics.

Gary N. Powell is Professor of Management and Ackerman Scholar in the School of Business at the University of Connecticut. He is co-author with Laura M. Graves of Women and Men in Management (3rd edn., 2003, Sage), editor of Handbook of Gender and Work (1999, Sage), and author of Managing a Diverse Workforce: Learning Activities, (2nd edn., 2004, Sage). He is an internationally recognized scholar and educator on gender and diversity issues in the workplace. He has served as Chair of the Women in Management (now Gender and Diversity in Organizations) Division of the Academy of Management, and received both the Janet Chusmir Service Award for his contributions to the division and the Sage Scholarship Award for his contributions to research on gender in organizations. He has published over 90 articles in journals such as Academy of Management Journal, Academy of Management Review, Journal of Applied Psychology, and Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes and has presented over 100 papers at professional conferences. He has served on the Board of Governors of the Academy of Management and is a Past President and Fellow of the Eastern Academy of Management. He has also served on the Editorial Board of Academy of Management Review, Academy of Management Executive, Journal of Management, and Journal of Management Studies. He holds a doctorate in organizational behavior from the University of Massachusetts.

Val Singh is Reader in Organisational Behaviour, and Deputy Director of the Centre for Women Business Leaders at Cranfield School of Management where she gained her doctorate, after a major change of career in midlife. Her research includes the annual Female FTSE Index.
xvi Handbook on women in business and management

and Report on companies with women directors (which has been presented at Downing Street) co-authored with Professor Susan Vinnicombe, and similar studies on ethnicity of directors for the Department of Trade & Industry. Other projects include corporate promotion of gender and ethnic diversity management; corporate governance and diversity; social construction of leadership; work–life balance; mentoring; role models; networking; commitment and impression management. She is Gender Section Editor of the Journal of Business Ethics, Associate Editor of Gender Work & Organization, and has published widely, including in Long Range Planning, Corporate Governance: An International Review, Journal of Business Ethics, Gender Work & Organization, Women in Management Review. She has written the Masterclass in Corporate Governance and Diversity for the Financial Times, and is a regular speaker and workshop leader on women's careers and diversity on boards at international events and conferences. She has been a judge of the UK National Business Awards since 2003.

Linda Smircich is Professor of Organization Studies at the Isenberg School of Management at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Her scholarly writing applies cultural, critical and feminist perspectives for understanding organizational issues and for reframing research. She and Marta B. Calás recently completed a chapter, 'From the “Woman’s Point of View” Ten Years Later: Towards a Feminist Organization Studies' for the forthcoming second edition of the Handbook of Organization Studies, edited by Clegg, Hardy, Nord & Lawrence. She is part of the founding editorial team of Organization: The Critical Journal of Organization, Theory and Society.

Linda K. Stroh is a Loyola University Faculty Scholar and Professor at the Graduate School of Business, Loyola University Chicago. Dr Stroh received her Ph.D. from Northwestern University. She has taught and published over 100 articles and books on issues related to domestic and international organizational behavior issues. Linda’s work can be found in journals such as Strategic Management Journal, Journal of Applied Psychology, Academy of Management Journal and various others. Dr Stroh is co-author of four books, Globalizing People Through International Assignments, Organizational Behavior: A Management Challenge, International Assignments: An Integration of Strategy, Research & Practice, and The Basic Principles of Consulting. Dr Stroh was honored at the 2000 Academy of Management Meeting with the Sage publications research scholar award. She was also named the Graduate Faculty Member of the Year at Loyola University, Chicago (2000). The Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Chicago Tribune, Fortune, Newsweek, US News and World Report
and Business Week, as well as various other news and popular press outlets have cited Dr Stroh’s work. Professor Stroh’s research has also been featured several times on NBC’s Nightly News and CNN. Linda currently serves on the editorial review board for the Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of World Business and Journal of Leadership and Organizational Studies.

Siri Terjesen is a post-doctoral Research Fellow at Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane, Australia and the Max Planck Institute of Economics in Jena, Germany, and a Lecturer at the London School of Economics and Political Science’s summer school program. Siri completed a Ph.D. at Cranfield School of Management, a Master’s in International Business as a Fulbright Scholar to the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration and BSc from the University of Richmond. Prior to her graduate studies, Siri worked in strategy consulting in the US and Europe. Siri is the author of several book chapters and her papers have been published in various journals, including Strategic Management Journal, Small Business Economics, Venture Capital and European Business Forum. In addition to gender, Siri’s research interests include international entrepreneurship and new venture formation and financing.

Susan Vinnicombe is Professor of Organisational Behaviour and Diversity Management, Director of the Centre for Women Business Leaders and an executive member of the board of Cranfield School of Management. She directs the trailblazing executive program for senior women managers and directors, ‘Women as Leaders’. In addition, she runs customized programs for women executives, which have won three national awards. Susan’s particular research interests are women’s leadership styles, the issues involved in women developing their managerial careers and gender diversity on corporate boards. Her research center is unique in the UK with its focus on women leaders, and the annual Female FTSE 100 Index is regarded as the UK’s premier research resource on women directors. Susan has written eight books and numerous articles. Her most recent books are Working in Organizations (with A. Kakabadse and J. Bank, Gower, 2004) and Women with Attitude: Lessons for Career Management, (with John Bank, Routledge, 2003). She is on the editorial board of Group and Organization Management, Women in Management Review and Leadership. Susan was awarded an OBE for her services to diversity in the Queen’s New Year’s Honour List on 31 December, 2004.

Helen M. Woolnough is a Research Fellow at the Centre for Diversity and Work Psychology, Manchester Business School, the University of Manchester, UK. Her research interests include mentoring, diversity
management, mental health nursing and female entrepreneurs. Prior to joining the University of Manchester she coordinated a wide variety of research projects for the National Health service in England, many of which have resulted in radical and creative new ideas and program development and delivery. Helen has published numerous articles. She is also a Leadership Effective Analysis (LEA) facilitator.

**Deborah Dahlen Zelechowski** has been a Senior Executive at Robert Morris College of Illinois for the last 15 years. While Chief Academic Officer, the college earned a number of national recognitions for educating minority students. She also spearheaded a model of student-centered practitioner-focused education that touts exceptional graduation and job placement rates. As Senior Vice President of Institutional Advancement she develops innovative programs with community partners that support the advancement of the institution. Some of the newest programs include culinary, surgical technology and nursing. Recently she earned an Executive Doctorate of Management from Case Western Reserve University where she conducted extensive research on women inside directors in *Fortune* 1000 companies. Her extensive background as an officer of an educational institution and research expertise on women inside directors (termed in the UK 'executive directors') provides a unique blend of real-world and academic experience.